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Mg self-diffusion in pyrope garnet
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ABSTRACT

Mg self-diffusion coefficients were experimentally determined for natural pyrope-alman-
dine garnet in a I atm CO-C02 gas-mixing furnace at temperatures of 800-1000 DC.
Diffusion couples consist of polished garnet crystals covered with a thin film of enriched
stable-isotope oxide produced by high-vacuum thermal evaporation of 25MgO. Experi-
ments conducted at quartz + fayalite + magnetite f02 provide 25Mg diffusion coefficients
as a function of temperature. The short diffusion penetration profiles « 2000 A) in the
garnet were analyzed by secondary ion mass spectrometry and ion microprobe using a
depth profiling technique. The resulting self-diffusion coefficients are lower than the low-
temperature data of other experimental studies. The activation energy and preexponential
term derived from the experimental diffusion coefficients obtained at 800, 900, and 1000
DC are given by Ea = 294 :t 51 kJ/mol and log Do = -8.0 :t 2.3 m2/s. The activation
energy is similar to that obtained from other cation diffusion studies of garnet at low
temperature. Additional experiments conducted at 1000 DCto determine 25Mg diffusion
as a functionof f02 and composition are inconclusive. However, comparison of the results
?f the present study with previous data indicates that f02 and mineral composition are
Important factors for the diffusion of cations in garnet.

INTRODUCTION

Determination of accurate crystallization cooling rates
(Buening and Buseck, 1973; Vance and O'Nions, 1990;
Tilton et aI., 1991; Getty and Gromet, 1992; Burton and
O'Nions, 1992) and tectonic uplift rates (e.g., Lasaga,
1983; Bohlen, 1987; Crowley and Spear, 1987; Medaris
et aI., 1990; Burton and O'Nions, 1991; Crowley, 1991;
Frost and Tracy, 1991; Sharp and Essene, 1991) is often
based on compositional zoning and the diffusion coeffi-
cients of cations for minerals such as garnet. Gamet com-
monly exhibits compositional zoning because diffusion of
cations through its structure is sluggish relative to other
minerals. As a result, many researchers (Elphick et aI.,
1985; Loomis et aI., 1985; Chakraborty and Ganguly,
1991, 1992) have examined cation diffusion in garnet by
conducting laboratory experiments at temperatures> 1100
DC.The resulting data then require extrapolation to tem-
peratures typical of crustal metamorphic systems. How-
ever, extrapolation of diffusion data obtained at 1100-
1300 DCto 600-1000 DCmay be inappropriate, as there
may be significant changes in the mechanisms and acti-
vation energies of diffusion in these temperature ranges
(e.g., Lasaga, 1980; Cygan and Lasaga, 1985; Shewmon,
1989).

Anneal temperatures above 1100 DCwere used in these
studies because the higher temperatures allow for suffi-
ciently large (""20 /-Lm) experimental diffusion-penetra-
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tion distances that can be measured with an electron mi-
croprobe. For microprobe analyses, the excitation vol-
ume for X-rays generated by even a I /-Lmdiameter elec-
tron beam is a few cubic micrometers. Therefore, previous
diffusion experiments on garnet (e.g., Freer, 1979; El-
phick et aI., 1985; Chakraborty and Ganguly, 1992) typ-
ically utilized mineral-mineral or mineral-sintered oxide
sandwiches as diffusion couples. The extent and distance
of diffusional penetration was measured along cross sec-
tions of the diffusion couple. Using this approach, inves-
tigations of cation diffusion in garnet are limited to ex-
periments at temperatures above 1100 DC in order to
achieve sufficient diffusional penetration.

Conducting meaningful cation diffusion experiments on
garnets at temperatures < 1100 DCand with practical du-
rations for the anneal time (no greater than a couple of
months) requires an analytical technique with very fine
spatial resolution. We therefore utilized an ion micro-
probe and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to
examine the samples from our experiments. The depth-
profiling mode of the ion microprobe provides a spatial
resolution that is several orders of magnitude smaller than
that associated with the electron microprobe. Using SIMS
for depth profiling, material is eroded from the sample in
a plane parallel to the interface of the diffusion couple.
Secondary ions, generated by the ablation process, are
subsequently analyzed by a mass spectrometer, providing
compositional information as a function of depth with
tens of Angstroms spatial resolution.

Using diffusion couples that consist of a film of en-
riched 25MgO deposited on polished garnet surfaces, we
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Uncertainty
Oxide A B C (:t1u)

SiO, 40.88 41.41 40.00 0.17
AI,03 25.93 24.70 24.29 0.33
MgO 17.78 19.96 21.17 0.25
FeO 8.95 8.83 7.79 0.15
MnO 1.02 0.60 0.00 0.07
CaO 5.43 4.50 5.17 0.21
Cr,03 0.00 0.00 1.57 0.50

Total 99.99 100.00 99.99

End-member fraction"
Mg/(Mg + Fe) 0.78 0.80 0.83
Pyrope 0.66 0.70 0.72
Almandine 0.18 0.18 0.15
Spessartine 0.02 0.01 0.00
Grossular 0.14 0.11 0.13

TABLE 1. Compositions of garnet types
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Note: representative analyses obtained by standardless energy-dis-
persive X-ray normalized to 100%.

"
Based on 12 0 atoms.

measured, by SIMS, the self-diffusion of 25Mg in chemi-
cally homogeneous, natural Mg-rich garnet (pyrope) at
temperatures of 800-1100 °C under controlled f02 con-
ditions. Self-diffusion is the migration of an isotope due
to an isotopic gradient rather than a chemical gradient
(e.g., Freer, 1981; Andersson et aI., 1989; Sheng et aI.,
1992).

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The Mg-rich garnet crystals used in these experiments
were collected from a diatreme at Buell Park, Arizona
(O'Hara and Mercy, 1966; Switzer, 1977). Three slightly
different garnet compositions were used (Table 1). The
majority of experiments used type A garnets and were
conducted at different temperatures (800-1100 0c) and
at f02 slightly lower than that defined by the quartz +
fayalite + magnetite (QFM) buffer (log f02

:::::< -15 to
-11). QFM conditions were chosen so that the FeH-FeH
ratio would remain low and approximate the conditions
of crustal metamorphism. Experiments investigating f02

dependence at 1000 °C used type B garnets. The type C
garnets are identical to those used in the study of Cygan
and Lasaga (1985).

Diffusion for an isometric mineral, such as gamet, is
defined by a single diffusion coefficient (Nye, 1957).
Therefore, the pyrope garnet crystals were randomly cut
with a wafering saw into small slabs (:::::<4x 4 x I mm)
and polished using diamond pastes down to 1 ~m. A final
stage of polishing used 0.06 ~m colloidal silica. The pol-
ished samples provide a suitable surface for the applica-
tion of the diffusion source material.

The polished garnet samples were preannealed for 24
h at the temperature and f02 conditions to be used for
each of the diffusion experiments. This was done to equil-
ibrate the bulk point-defect structure of the samples to
the conditions expected for each diffusion experiment.
The preannealing process should also remove, or at least
minimize, the surface defects generated by the polishing
process, although Ryerson et al. (1989) demonstrated that

preannealing and chemical polishing had minimal effect
on the results of diffusion experiments in olivine. The
preannealing of the samples and the diffusion experi-
ments were conducted in a vertical muffle-tube furnace
at atmospheric pressure. Oxygen fugacity inside the fur-
nace is controlled by continuous flow of a CO-C02 gas
mixture (Deines et aI., 1974) and is monitored by a solid-
electrolyte sensor mounted 2 cm above the sample in the
center of the 15 cm hot zone ofthe furnace. Temperature
and f02 gradients near the sample are expected to be in-
significant with this experimental arrangement.

After preannealing, the garnet samples were coated with
a thin film (:::::<1000 A) of 25MgOx(x < 1) using high-
vacuum thermal evaporation of 25MgO powder (Schwandt
et aI., 1993); the 25Mg is enriched to 94.5%. The resulting
diffusion couples (oxide-garnet) were then used for the
self-diffusion experiments by annealing the couples at each
of the following temperatures: 800, 900, 1000, 1050, and
1100 0c. Multiple experiments were conducted for differ-
ent durations at each temperature. The range of experi-
mental anneal time is from 1.5 h for experiments at 1000
OCto 3 months at 800°C (Table 2).

A Cameca IMS 4f ion microprobe was optimized for
depth-profile analysis of the samples resulting from the
diffusion experiments. Each analysis consisted of raster-
ing a 30-50 ~m diameter, 75 nA 0 beam, with acceler-
ation of 10 kV, over a 150 x 150 ~m area of the sample
surface. Optimal analysis conditions included a 20 eV
energy window, a 50 V sample-bias offset, a 400 ~m field
aperture, and a 150 ~m contrast aperture. The rate of
primary beam penetration into the sample was deter-
mined by sputtering several craters into the thin film and
several craters into garnet for known times. Subsequent-
ly, the depths of these craters were measured by contact-
stylus profilometry. Replicate measurements were made
to estimate reproducibility and precision. No discernable
difference between the sputter rates for the thin film and
garnet was observed; a linear sputter rate of 1.00 ::!:0.05
A/s was determined from this analysis. The crater depths
were shallow enough that primary beam intensity was not
affected by the field of secondary ions nor by crater side-
wall effects.

Counts of secondary ions, or intensities, extracted after
impact of the primary 0- beam with the garnet sample
were collected as a function of time for 24Mg, 25Mg, 26Mg,
21AI, 28Si,40Ca, 41Ti, "Mn, and 56Fe. During the sputtering
process the instrumental sensitivity dramatically in-
creased as the primary ion beam approached the diffusion
couple interface and then typically decreased beyond
(Wilson et aI., 1989). Once the interface of the thin film-
garnet sample was identified (see below), the diffusional
penetration distance was calculated by multiplying the
remaining analysis time by the sputter rate. We observed
improved reproducibility of the depth profiles by using
the same ion microprobe operating conditions for all
analyses and then calculating the crater depths on the
basis of the determined sputtering rate. Analysis of an
unannealed diffusion couple yields a 25Mgfraction of 0.945



Diffusion coefficient (m2js)

1050 °C 1000 °C 900°C 800 °C

7.8 X 10-2.
4.3 x 10-2.
4.1 x 10-20

2.2 x 10-20

(2.92 x 10-1.)*
4.5 X 10-21

1.25 x 10-21
3.2 X 10-21
5.1 X 10-21
9.5 X 10-21
7.9 X 10-21
2.0 x 10-21

3.5 x 10-21
3.2 X 10-21
1.3 x 10-21

8.6 x 10-23
7.4 X 10-23

5.75 x 10-21 1.26 X 10-21 3.55 x 10-23
-20.24 -20.90 -22.45

:to.28 :to.24 :t 0.27

TABLE 2. Self-diffusion coefficients for 25Mg in pyrope garnet
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Garnet Anneal
type t(h)

A 1.5
A 3
A 6
A 6
A 12
A 24
A 24.2
A 48
A 96.5
B 72
B 72
B 72
B 72
C 72
A 144
A 286.75
A 603.6
A 1771
A 2130
Infinite time

value
log D
Error

log fo,

-11.6
-11.5
-11.4
-10.0
-11.4
-10.0
-10.4
-12.3
-12.3

-9.8
-11.2
-14.0
-16.1
-11.2
-13.0
-13.1
-13.1
-15.2
-15.2

(3.03 x 10-1.)*

(6.57 x 10-19)*

Note: each D is the mean of three replicate analyses; the 1<Tuncertainty values are 8% (relative).

*
Apparent D values; garnets have reacted (see text).

in agreement with the enrichment factor of the 25MgO
used for production of the thin film. This confirms that
there is no significant isotope fractionation during the
evaporation process to create the thin film or during the
SIMS analysis.

The intensity vs. depth profiles obtained by the ion
microprobe exhibit complex zoning patterns within the
first several hundred Angstroms of the MgO outer surface.
This behavior is the result of the nonsteady-state sput-
tering process (Wilson et al., 1989) and the interference
of the isotope-enriched oxide layer as the garnet is sput-
tered into. Additional factors, including knockdown ef-
fects and surface roughness, lead to a broadening of the
oxide-garnet interface as defined by the mass intensities
(Schwandt et al., 1993). In order to determine properly
the position of this interface, a critical parameter for fit-
ting the data to a diffusion model, we chose to monitor
the 25Mg/27Al value, which is characterized by a large
discontinuity at the thin film-garnet interface. The raw
25Mg intensity data are reduced to 25Mg/28Si values in

order to evaluate the true variation in the 25Mg intensity
as a function of depth. The 28Si, acting as a component
of constant concentration, is used as a reference to reduce
or eliminate any variations in the mass intensities result-
ing from the mechanics of the ion microprobe analysis
(see Giletti and Casserly, 1994). The 25Mg/28Sidepth pro-
file is used to calculate the diffusion coefficient.

The application of thin films to create the oxide-garnet
diffusion couple provides an alternative and much-im-
proved experimental approach for evaluating diffusion
coefficients of cations in minerals using the ion micro-
probe. In contrast, an inhomogeneous distribution ofthe
enriched isotope, typically deposited from solution as a

precipitated salt, and the associated surface roughness of-
ten lead to difficulties in the depth-profile analysis with
the ion microprobe (Cygan and Lasaga, 1985; Chakra-
borty et al., 1992; Giletti and Casserly, 1994). The use of
the homogeneous thin film as the source of the isotope
tracer, in contrast, provides an initially homogeneous and
smooth oxide surface that is slightly modified by the dif-
fusion anneal (Schwandt et al., 1993). The depth profiles
that are obtained are highly reproducible with a preci-
sion of approximately 5%. We obtain diffusion coefficients
that typically vary by < 8% for these multiple analyses
(Table 2).

Although the thin film approach ensures excellent pre-
cision in the reproducibility of the depth-profile analyses,
the permanency of the oxide layer and the need to sputter
through it lead to an artificial time dependence in the
calculated diffusion coefficients (Schwandt et al., 1993).
Our recent measurements of Ca diffusion in garnet using
a removable 44Ca(OH)2 thin film demonstrate the lack of
any time dependence; the hydroxide thin film is readily
dissolved in water to provide a clean garnet surface for the
ion microprobe analysis (unpublished data). However, in
the depth-profile analysis of the MgO thin film-garnet
samples we observe a trend in the calculated diffusion
coefficients that exhibits a linear log D vs. lit behavior.
This empirical observation is related to several factors
associated with the ion sputtering process of the compos-
ite-diffusion couple and the depth of the diffusional pen-
etration (Schwandt et al., 1993). The limiting D values
reported in Table 2 are those obtained by the infinite time
intercepts of the best fits (log D oc lit). The associated
uncertainties in the log D values are obtained from the
residuals associated with the linear regression.
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Uncertainty = I

T= 1000 DC
log f02 = -12.3

t= 96.5 h

0.05 0.10

Diffusion Penetration Distance (IJm)

Fig. 1. The value of 25Mg/28Siplotted against diffusion-penetra-
tion distance for a 1000 °C experiment. Open circles represent a
measured diffusion-penetration profile. The solid line represents
the best fit to the diffusion model for the measured profile. Dot-
ted lines represent model profiles using half and twice the best-
fit value of D.

RESULTS

After conducting the diffusion experiments and obtain-
ing the depth profiles with the ion microprobe, diffusion
coefficients are obtained with a diffusion model that sat-
isfies both the initial condition and the boundary condi-
tions of the experimental anneal and provides the best fit
to the measured data. We use the semi-infinite medium
solution to the Fickian diffusion equations obtained by
Crank (1975) as representative of our experimental con-
ditions:

where Cxis the 25Mgconcentration (in terms of25Mgl28Si)
at position x in the garnet, Csis the surface concentration
that is maintained during the diffusion anneal, Cb is the
bulk concentration of the garnet, D is the 25Mgself-dif-
fusion coefficient, and t is the duration ofthe experimen-
tal anneal. This solution assumes an initially homoge-
neous distribution of 25Mgthroughout the garnet.

A nonlinear least-squares fitting routine that allows Cx,
Cb, and D to vary is used to fit Equation I to the 25MgI
28Sidata for each experiment. An example of the best fit
of the model and the extent to which the diffusion co-
efficient can be determined are provided in Figure I.
Uncertainties (10') associated with individual curve fit
determinations for D are about 2% (relative). Triplicate
analyses of individual experiments indicate a maximum
uncertainty in precision for the D values of about 8%
(relative) (Table 2).

1000 °C 900°C 800 °C
-1B

-19 Ea = 294:f: 51 kJ/mole
log Do = -8.0 :t 2.3 m2/s

-20
en
--E

-21
Q
OJ

.Q

-22

-23
Mg Self-Diffusion in Garnet

0.15 -24
7 108 9

1/Tx 104 (K)

Fig. 2. Arrhenius plot ofthe experimental 25Mg self-diffusion

values at QFM fo, conditions. The best fit to the measured dif-
fusion coefficients, used to obtain the activation energy and
preexponential term, is denoted by the solid line.

To ensure the integrity of the samples after they were
annealed, all the samples were examined optically, with
a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and by X-ray dif-
fraction analysis. The samples held at 1000 °C and at
lower temperatures show no SEM or X-ray difITaction
evidence of breakdown and remain optically isotropic.
However, the 1050 and 1100 °C samples suffered from
breakdown reactions as these samples became opaque and
black. The X-ray difITaction analysis revealed that the
surface of the annealed garnet consists of a combination
of garnet, periclase, enstatite, augite, anorthite, hercynite,
and magnetite. The apparent diffusion coefficients result-
ing from these high-temperature experiments are a few
orders of magnitude larger than expected by extrapola-
tion of the lower temperature values (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

The temperature dependence of the diffusion coeffi-
cient can be presented in terms of an Arrhenius plot (Fig.
2) where log values of D are plotted against the reciprocal
of the anneal temperature. Arrhenius relationships are
typically defined as in Equation 2, which can be rewritten
in a linear fashion as Equation 3:

(2)

log D = log Do -
2.30~6RT

(3)

where log Do is the value of the intercept when T = 00,
the frequency factor Do is expressed in units of squared
meters per second, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and
R is the gas constant. The slope of the best-fit line to
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Equation 3 provides the value of E., the activation en-
ergy, expressed in kilojoules per mole. A linear least-
squares fit of the 25Mg data for pyrope garnet of compo-
sition A at QFM f02 provides log Do = -8.0 :t 2.3 m2/s
(Do = 1.0 x 10-8 m2/s) and Ea = 294 :t 51 klimoi. The
uncertainties for these values were obtained by standard
error-propagation techniques incorporating the uncer-
tainties of the ion microprobe analysis, the fitting of the
data to the diffusion model, the infinite time extrapola-
tions, and the Arrhenius fit.

In Figure 3, the Mg self-diffusion data are presented in
an Arrhenius plot with previous cation diffusion studies
for garnet, without correction for the different P and f02

conditions of each of the experiments. Comparison of the
data by normalization to a common set of conditions can
be misleading because, in addition to the differences in
P, T, and f02, there are differences in the compositions of
the garnets and the experimental techniques. Without
conducting experiments on a broad range of composi-
tions using the same technique, the effect of garnet com-
position cannot be isolated from effects that may be tech-
nique dependent. Differences in the activation energies
are evident by comparison of the slopes of the Arrhenius
lines (Fig. 3). The diffusion coefficients determined for
this study are considerably lower than those of previous
studies performed at similar low temperatures, the pri-
mary reason for the discrepancy being the difference in
fo,. Nonetheless, one would expect the Chakraborty et ai.
(1992 personal communication) data to exhibit the slowest
diffusion rates resulting from the reduced f02 conditions
(near WM buffer). Because of the possibility of changing
diffusion mechanisms, caution must be used when com-
paring the extrapolation of high-temperature data to low-
er temperatures. It is interesting to note, however, that
the Loomis et ai. (1985) data for Mg tracer diffusion ob-
tained from an almandine-spessartine diffusion couple at
high temperature and high pressure (4 GPa) is in excellent
agreement with the 25Mg self-diffusion data of Cygan and
Lasaga (1985) obtained at low temperature once pressure
and f02 corrections are performed (Chakraborty and Gan-
guly, 1991).

Volume diffusion of a cation through a mineral crystal
structure is controlled by the occurrence, type, and abun-
dance of point defects. Lasaga (1981) reviewed intrinsic
vs. extrinsic behavior and the importance of defects to
diffusion. In the intrinsic region at higher temperatures,
point defects are thermally generated and controlled, pro-
viding the temperature dependence of diffusion. At lower
temperatures, cation impurities (for example, multivalent
elements) influence the defect structure to a larger extent
than does the temperature, thereby defining extrinsic be-
havior. On an Arrhenius plot oflog D vs. liT, steep slopes
characterize intrinsic behavior and shallow slopes char-
acterize extrinsic behavior. We see no evidence that line
or planar defects contribute to cation diffusion in our
experiments. One would expect significantly enhanced dif-
fusion if these long-range defects contributed to the bulk
diffusion.
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Fig. 3. Arrhenius compilation of the experimental data for
Mg, Fe, and Mn diffusion in garnet: I = Chakraborty and Gan-
guly (1992); 2 = Chakrabortyet al. (1992) and Chakraborty (per-
sonal communication); 3 = Cygan and Lasaga (1985); 4 = Duck-
worth and Freer (1981); 5 = Elphick et al. (1985); 6 = Freer
(1979). No corrections were made for differences in composi-
tion, pressure, or fo,. Experimental fo, conditions (solid-state
buffer assemblages) are noted for each line when reported in the
original study.

-26
5 6 10 11

Fe-Mg interdiffusion may be enhanced by Fe3+, and
the fraction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ is dependent on f02 condi-
tions. As an example, the Fe-Mg interdiffusion coefficient
in olivine for the extrinsic region was found to be pro-
portional to fij; (Buening and Buseck, 1973). The olivine
data are consistent with a simple Fe oxidation-vacancy
defect equilibrium model (Buening and Buseck, 1973).
The oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ in the octahedral site of
olivine is accompanied by the formation of octahedral
site vacancies that enhance the diffusion of these divalent
cations (Lasaga, 1981). The defect structure in garnet is
more complicated than that in olivine because rather than
two octahedral sites the garnet structure possesses an oc-
tahedral site and an eightfold-coordinated site (Novak
and Gibbs, 1971; Cygan and Lasaga, 1985). In gamet,
Mg, Fe2+, Mn2+, and Ca normally occupy the eightfold-
coordinated sites and Al normally occupies the octahe-
dral sites. Therefore, with these structural differences in
mind, the oxidation/vacancy defect mechanism that pro-
vides the proportionality of D with fij; in olivine may be
more complicated for cation diffusion in garnet. The FeH
or MnH may move, or order, into the octahedral sites
for size and charge reasons. The substitution of FeH or
MnH into the octahedral site requires exchange for AI.
These combined reactions may possibly lead to an f02

dependence of something other than lit, for diffusion in
garnet.

Experiments at 1000 °C and different f02 conditions
revealed no dependence of D on f02 (Table 2); the vari-
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Fig. 4. Plot of log D vs. log of the fa,. The solid and open
symbols represent the Mg self-diffusion data of the present study
(QFM buffer) and that of Cygan and Lasaga (1985) (HM buffer),
respectively. The slope values represent the exponent in the D
ex f o~ relation.
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ation in D is within the uncertainty determined for the
QFM diffusion result. This result is unexpected given the
f02 dependence for cation diffusion in olivine observed
by Buening and Buseck (1973) and others. One possible
explanation for this behavior is that these experiments
were all conducted under identical anneal times and may
be affected by analytical complications, as previously dis-
cussed. Nonetheless, we can compare the 2SMg self-dif-
fusion data of this study, obtained at QFM f02, with those
of Cygan and Lasaga (1985), obtained at HM f02 condi-
tions. This comparison is presented in the log D vs. log
f02 plot of Figure 4, which exhibits slopes ranging from
0.31 to 0.50 taking into account the uncertainty (10-) in
the log D values. The garnets in the Cygan and Lasaga
(1985) study contain approximately 1.5 wt% Cr but oth-
erwise are compositionally the same as the garnets in this
study. Therefore, any oxidation state-vacancy mecha-
nism that might be influencing cation diffusion in garnet
appears to be enhanced relative to that observed in ol-
ivine (slope of 0.17). Diffusion experiments conducted
under more oxidizing conditions (72 h at HM buffer) were
unsuccessful because of the breakdown of the garnet. The
upper fa, stability limit ofthe garnets of this study occurs
between log f02 = -8 and -9.75 for temperatures of
1000 °C and is similar to that calculated by Anovitz et
al. (1993) on the basis of calorimetry experiments of a
synthetic end-member almandine.

The defect structure of garnet is not solely a function
of f02 conditions but is also a function of composition,
especially the Fe content. For constant f02 conditions the
FeH to Fe2+ ratio is fixed, and the amount of FeH or

105yr

-6 6

106yr

107 yr

T=800°C

2 3 4 5

Garnet Diameter (mm)

Fig. 5. Plot of log D vs. garnet diameter describing time re-
quired for chemical homogenization of an initially zoned garnet.
Solid lines represent the approximate time required for chemical
homogenization of a garnet at 800°C on the basis of a mean
distance of diffusion. The time required for homogenization is
a function of the fa, conditions associated with the garnet. The
width of the gray bands represents the uncertainty in the log D
values.

other multivalent cations that can affect the defect struc-
ture is dependent on the composition. Experiments at
1000 OCthat were conducted to test for a compositional
dependence of D revealed no significant correlation.
However, the compositional variations in this investi-
gation are small «3 mol% almandine) relative to the
amount of Fe in all three types of pyrope (15-20 mol%
almandine). Alternatively, the experiments conducted at
1000 OCmay be near the transition from an extrinsically to
an intrinsically dominated process. In the intrinsic region
compositional differences would be of minor importance.
The present data set is still too small to determine un-
equivocally the controlling mechanisms at temperatures
below 1000 °C, although the activation energy, relatively
small, suggests that diffusion is controlled extrinsically
rather than intrinsically.

Given the importance fa, and composition have on
cation diffusion in silicate minerals, we suggest that they
are the primary factors controlling differences observed
in the Mg diffusion at low temperature in garnet (Fig. 3).
The garnets used in Chakraborty et al. (1992) have sig-
nificantly higher Fe contents (Prp21Alm73Sps,Grss and
PrpsoAlm3sSps2GrslO) relative to Mg than the garnet com-
position (Prp66AlmlsSps2GrsI4) of this study. Although not
presented in Figure 3, the higher Fe-content garnet of
Chakraborty et al. (1992) provides a 26Mg self-diffusion
coefficient that is approximately 80% larger than that of
the low Fe-content garnet. This trend suggests that Fe
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content is an important factor, although more experi-
ments are needed to identifY fully the exact composition-
al and fo, relationships.

PETROLOGIC IMPLICAnONS

Diffusion coefficients significantly impact the results of
several types of modeling, including geochronology (e.g.,
Vance and O'Nions, 1990; Tilton et aI., 1991; Getty and
Gromet, 1992; Burton and O'Nions, 1992), chemical
equilibrium for mineral phases (e.g., Velde et aI., 1991;
Thomson, 1992), and pressure-temperature-time path and
tectonic reconstructions (e.g., Bohlen, 1987; Crowley and
Spear, 1987; Medaris et aI., 1990; Burton and O'Nions,
1991; Crowley, 1991; Frost and Tracy, 1991; Sharp and
Essene, 1991). In each case, the diffusional processes and
the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient are the critical
factors in support of the theoretical or conceptual model.

For example, the duration of a metamorphic event can
be estimated from the extent of compositional homoge-
nization of zoned garnets. If one considers the mean dis-
tance of diffusional penetration to be x = (4Dt)'h as given
by Crank (1975), where x equals the radius of a garnet,
then the time required for homogenization of the com-
positional zoning of a garnet held at a given temperature
varies considerably depending on the diffusion coefficient
(Fig. 5). In this example, a difference in time oftwo-and-
a-half orders of magnitude is required, depending on the
fo, conditions, for grains of a given size at 800°C to
homogenize. Even at 800 °C, diffusional adjustment of
compositional profiles may require considerably more
time than previously thought. These data suggest that
volume diffusion in garnet, at least for Mg diffusion in
pyrope garnets, may not be an important process for the
formation of compositional zoning in amphibolite grade
(500-600 0C) garnet.

The diffusion data of this study can also be used to
estimate closure temperature and cooling rates associated
with compositional zoning in garnet. During cooling after
thermal metamorphism, the compositional profile can be
modified in response to changing conditions until the
temperature drops to the closure temperature, Tc, below
which volume diffusion is not a viable process and com-
positions remain fixed. Dodson (1973) derived an ex-
pression that describes the relationship of closure tem-
perature (volume averaged), cooling rate, and diffusion:

Ea
= In(-

ART;Do ) (4)
RTc a2Eas

where Ea is the diffusion-activation energy, R is the gas
constant, A is a geometric factor, which is equal to 55 for
spheres, Do is the diffusion-frequency factor, a is the ra-
dius of a spherical grain, and s is the change in temper-
ature with time (cooling rate, a negative value). Ehlers
and Powell (1994) have recently generalized this expres-
sion to account for compositional exchange and modal
effects, however the original Dodson (1973) equation is
suitable for the following discussion. Using this equation
and the Arrhenius values from the present study and Cy-
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Fig. 6. Closure temperature plotted as a function of garnet
diameter for three different cooling rates (Eq. 4). Using the dif-
fusion data for the more oxidizing HM conditions leads to sig-
nificantly lower closure temperatures than the temperatures de-
rived using the data obtained from this study and the QFM fo,
buffer.

gan and Lasaga (1985), we obtain significantly different
closure temperatures for a given cooling rate under the
different fo, conditions (Fig. 6). For example, a 4 mm
diameter garnet cooling at a rate of 10 °/m.y. has a closure
temperature of 890°C at QFM, whereas at HM condi-
tions the closure temperature is reduced to 680°C. This
difference in closure temperature reflects the slower dif-
fusion data obtained under the relatively reducing exper-
imental conditions of this study. Interestingly, the closure
temperatures obtained for the QFM diffusion data at 10
°/m.y. are within about 50°C of those for the HM data
for a much faster cooling rate of 1000 °/m.y. Therefore,
assessment of cooling rates on the basis of compositional
zoning in garnet critically depends on the fo, conditions
during metamorphism.
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